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“Kingdom: True Joy” 
 

The emphasis of these parables is personal A_______________ of the kingdom of heaven. 

I. LESSONS FROM THE PARABLES 

1. THE KINGDOM MUST BE PERSONALLY APPROPRIATED 

The Kingdom is not obtained by natural inheritance. 

2. THE KINGDOM IS PRICELESS 

The price is the same for everyone—all they have 

3. THE KINGDOM IS NOT SUPERFICIALLY VISIBLE 

Even when clearly presented to him, the natural man cannot S_____ the Gospel.  

As long as he R___________ the moving of God’s Spirit on his heart, he cannot see. 

Many people have passing admiration for Jesus and the Gospel.  

❖ They see the pearl in plain view, but to their worldly eyes it has little worth (Jn.1.9–11). 
 

4. THE KINGDOM IS THE SOURCE OF TRUE J________ 

Joy is a basic D________ in every human being – all other desires indirectly S_________ it. 

The desire for money is primarily based in the joy we H________ to find in the things money can buy.  

All other joys are temporary & D__________________.  

Man was made by God for H_______.  Human satisfaction can be found only in G____ divine provision. 
 

The only true and eternal joy is the joy found in Christ and His kingdom 
 

True joy comes only in the D_______ & appropriation of Christ & His kingdom through T______ in Him. 
 

5. THE KINGDOM MAY BE ENTERED FROM DIFFERENT C_________________ 
 

There is no P_______________ for turning from sin and turning to Christ in faith 
 

Both main characters discover something of extreme V___________ & sacrifices everything to buy it.  

By the Spirit’s gracious power, they recognize the P____________ value of the message. 

Millions of men & women have been C________ & C_______ by the power of God while denying Him.  

Spurgeon was looking for little or nothing but found E_____________. 

He found nothing that S_______ but believed that the true way is out there and never stopped L______. 

Many men & women have looked for S___________ pearls & found the one that was P___________. 
 

6. THE KINGDOM IS MADE PERSONAL BY A T_____________ 
 

In both parables the priceless object was bought at the expense of every P____________ the finder 

owned. Scripture makes abundantly clear that salvation is totally the F______ G______ of God.  

The person who accepts Jesus Christ as Lord &  
Savior S____________ everything he has to Him 

 

The economic transaction of buying represents the S______________ transaction of surrender.  

A T_________________ is clear: 

The sinner gives up the W________ things while freely receiving the P_______ things God has to give. 
 

What we give up in no way pays for salvation. 
 

In eagerness to defend one truth of the Gospel it is possible to contradict or C_____________ another.  

Only Christ’s P____________ purchases salvation, but the true believer is willing to pay any cost. 



Such surrender is not a H_________ W_______ to gain salvation but a work of God in the soul by the 

H________ S__________. 

Apart from the willingness to yield all he has,  

a person’s profession of faith is hollow & worthless. 
 

Salvation that is not desired above everything else is not T________ desired. 
 

Possessions & works have no spiritual M_______ & are of no V_________ to God.  

Salvation costs nothing in the sense of payment but everything in the sense of S________ (10.37-39).  

To take up the cross is to forfeit everything, including P____________ L__________. 

When one D____________ the infinite value of salvation, one simply Y__________ to Christ.  
 

Their focus is not on what they give up but on what they R___________. 

If redemption is genuine, surrender evidences F_____________ to their Lord. 

Some of men’s most cherished possessions are their sins: 

CONCLUSION: 

 

(Ph.3.5–7)  
 

 


